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Cécile Pouzadoux  

announced as Redevco France’s new Portfolio Director  
 

Cécile Pouzadoux, 43, is set to take the helm of Redevco France’s Portfolio team, after 

serving more than two years as the company’s Financial Director. She will report 
directly to Thierry Cahierre, Managing Director of Redevco France and Head of Global 

Asset Management for the pan-European real estate investment group, Redevco. 

A graduate of the ESC Clermont Business School, Pouzadoux went on to achieve 

France’s higher accountancy degree, the Diplôme d’Expertise Comptable (DEC), 
followed by 15-years as Senior Manager for audit firm Ernst & Young, where she 

specialised in the real estate sector. This extensive audit experience opened the doors 

to a varied international career spanning a number of listed and private companies 

and regulated investment vehicles (OPCIs), covering every angle of the real estate 

market. 

In her new role, Pouzadoux will have an opportunity to demonstrate her management 

skills in a broader arena, while also tackling a number of operational issues. She will 

oversee an asset portfolio worth €1,400 million, with responsibility for asset and property 

management activities, and take the lead on Redevco France projects. 

“I am delighted to be entrusting this key post for Redevco France’s future 
development to Cécile. Her extensive audit experience in the real estate market, her 

entrepreneurial attitude and the skills she developed during her time as the financial 

director of our French business make her the perfect candidate to take on this new 

challenge. Moreover, this change in leadership is another milestone towards our 

ambition to realign Redevco’s organisational structure with our objectives for growth 
and diversity, both in France and in Europe,” remarked Thierry Cahierre, Managing 

Director of Redevco France and Global Head of Asset and Development Management 

for the Redevco Group.  

 

About Redevco: 

Redevco, part of COFRA Holding AG, is a real estate investment management company with 

a clear focus on vibrant places across Europe. As the partner in urban real estate we invest in 

properties with a view to developing future-proof buildings in dynamic urban locations where 

people want to live, work and play. Our specialist investment strategies, local real estate 

knowledge and the scale of our Pan-European platform enable us to create value for both 



our investor clients and occupiers. Our highly experienced professionals purchase, develop, 

let and manage properties, ensuring that the portfolios optimally reflect the needs of our 

clients. We believe in long-term investments where quality and sustainability are key. We have 

close to 300 assets under management with a total portfolio value of about €7.5 billion. 
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